A probe-based data storage device includes a storage surface having an array of A storage fields; a probe array comprising A probes for writing data to respective storage fields; and an apparatus for controlling writing of blocks of user data in the array of storage fields.
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PROBE-BASED DATA STORAGE DEVICES
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to probe-based data storage devices. Particular embodiments of the invention provide methods and apparatus for controlling data write and read processes in such devices.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In probe-based data storage devices, stored data is represented on a storage surface by the presence and absence of indentations, or “pits”, which are formed in the surface by a probe of the device. One example of such a device, based on the AFM (Atomic Force Microscope), is detailed in IBM Journal of Research & Development, Volume 44, No. 3, May 2000, pp 323-340, “The ‘Millipede’—More Than One Thousand Tips for Future AFM Data Storage,” Vetinger et al., and the references cited therein. In this device, the probe is a nanometer-sharp tip mounted on the end of a micro-fabricated cantilever. The tip can be moved over the surface of a storage medium in the form of a polymer substrate. A mechanism is provided for heating the tip, allowing the tip to penetrate the polymer surface to create a pit. Such a pit typically represents a bit of value ‘1’, a bit of value ‘0’ being represented by the absence of a pit at a bit position on the storage surface. In a read-scan mode, the thermo-mechanical probe mechanism can be used to read back data by detecting the deflection of the cantilever as the tip is moved over the pattern of pits on the storage surface.

As in the device of the above reference, probe-based storage devices may employ an integrated array of individually-addressable probes in order to increase data rates. Each probe of the array can read and write data within its own storage field as the array is moved relative to the storage surface. This is illustrated schematically in FIG. 1 of the accompanying drawings. Here, a storage surface P provides a regular array of storage fields arranged in M rows of N storage fields. Each storage field is labeled in the figure by (row number, column number). As indicated schematically by probes P in the figure, a corresponding array of M rows of N probes is provided such that each probe can read and write data in a respective storage field. In particular, as the probe array is moved relative to the storage surface, each probe P can be moved through a series of p rows of q bit-positions as represented schematically in the enlarged section of the figure. In each storage field, data can be written by writing bits at successive bit-positions along a row, and can similarly be read back as the probe is advanced through the appropriate series of bit positions.

A parallel addressing scheme can be used for the probe array, whereby multiple probes can be addressed simultaneously for the read/write operation at a given array position. In the above reference for example, the parallel addressing scheme operates via a grid of row and column address lines, such that probes in the same row are connected to the same row-address line, and probes in the same column are connected to the same column-address line. Probes in a given row are activated simultaneously for the read or write operation at a given bit position, successive rows being activated in turn until the entire array has been addressed. The probe array is then moved to the next bit position, and the operation is repeated. In a given write process, the bit sequences actually written to the storage surface may be derived from the input user data by various processing stages. For example, a type of RLL (Run-Length Limited) (d,k)-constraint code may be applied in order to increase areal density on the storage surface. At present, the use of probe arrays promises storage densities of 1 Tb/inch² or even higher within a very small form factor and low power consumption, offering a new generation of ultrahigh density storage devices.

Various types of errors can be encountered in probe-based storage devices. These errors are typically related to surface damage such as scratches in the storage surface, to noise or to abnormal conditions during the read/write process, e.g. vibrations due to external shocks. In general in storage devices, such errors are typically handled using special types of error correcting codes (ECC) and proper data interleaving. While such mechanisms can be applied in conventional manner in probe-based storage devices, the operation of probe-based arrays as described above is somewhat different to the conventional devices in which these mechanisms are customarily used.

Another important consideration in probe-based storage relates to interface operation. Probe-based storage devices may use various interfaces for exchanging information with other processing devices, such as host processors, terminal processing units etc., in a data processing system. These interfaces may have various speeds, data bus widths and data formats. Different formats impose different sizes of user data blocks to be exchanged with the storage device. For example, one of the most common interfaces is the Compact Flash interface which uses one or more blocks of data, called ‘sectors’, each having a size of 512 (8-bit) bytes. Another well known interface is the Multimedia Card interface which does not require a specific sector size but allows an application to use a block of data which depends on the characteristics of the application, such as audio or video storage, multimedia streams, etc. The ability to accommodate such different interfaces would be highly desirable in probe-based storage devices.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Briefly, according to an embodiment of the invention a probe-based data storage device includes a storage surface having an array of A storage fields; a probe array comprising A probes for writing data to respective storage fields; and an apparatus for controlling writing of blocks of user data in the array of storage fields.

In another embodiment, a probe-based storage device includes: a storage surface having an array of k*A storage
fields, where k is an integer greater than or equal to 2; a probe array comprising A probes for writing data to respective storage fields; and control apparatus comprising k logical sub-devices (SD1 to SDk) for controlling writing of data to respective logical sub-arrays (SA1 to SAk), each of A storage fields, of the storage field array via respective logical sub-arrays, each of A probes, of the probe array, wherein each logical sub-device (SD1 to SDk) comprises an apparatus for controlling writing of blocks of user data in the respective storage field sub-array (SA1 to SAk).

Further, a probe-based data storage device includes: a storage surface having an array of A storage fields; a probe array comprising c probes for reading and writing data in respective storage fields; and an apparatus for controlling reading and writing of user data in the array of storage fields.

In yet another embodiment, a probe-based data storage device includes: a storage surface having an array of k2 storage fields, where k2 is an integer greater than or equal to 2; a probe array comprising k2 probes for reading and writing data in respective storage fields; and control apparatus comprising k2 logical sub-devices (LD1 to LDk2) for controlling reading and writing of data to respective logical sub-arrays, each of A2 storage fields, of the storage field array via respective logical sub-arrays, each of A2 probes, of the probe array, wherein each logical sub-device (LD1 to LDk2) includes an apparatus for controlling reading and writing of user data in the respective logical sub-array of the storage field array.

While some devices may have a series of selectable read/write rates for operation with a number of different interfaces, other devices may be configured on a similar basis to operate with particular interfaces for which a single write-rate and a single read-rate are required. Thus, the first aspect of the present invention can preferably be combined with a third aspect of the present invention. Thus, a third aspect of the present invention provides another method for operating a probe-based data storage device in which data is written to and read from an array of A storage fields by a corresponding array of probes.

Methods embodying aspects of the invention use the sub-array concept to enable a probe-based storage device to operate at particular write and read rates, for example as required by a particular interface. Specific embodiments of this aspect of the invention may include one or more of the features: 1<x<k1; 1<y<k2; and x ne. y. In any case, in common with embodiments of the second aspect of the invention, methods embodying the third aspect of the invention exploit the general concept of sub-arrays, whereby k1 blocks are written/read in k2 sub-arrays by addressing a number of sub-arrays in parallel, to provide a desired data rate.

In methods embodying the second or third aspect of the invention, the array of A storage fields, and sub-arrays of A/k1 storage fields, will typically be regular arrays comprising rows and columns of storage fields, though this is not necessary for system operation. Moreover, the A-field array need not comprise all fields in a physical array of storage fields, but may itself be a logical sub-array of the physical array.

In embodiments of the second and third aspects of the invention, user data may be supplied for storage in appropriate input data blocks, or user data blocks may be processed in some way to generate the input data blocks for the write process. For example, in preferred embodiments, the method may include coding user data to produce the input data blocks with a block size of k1 bytes, where k1 is an integer<1. Specifically, a user data block may be coded to produce an input data block comprising a plurality of C-byte codewords, such that r(C-k1(A/k1)), where r is the number of codewords.

Here, each user block can be written to a sub-array of A/k1 storage fields by a method embodying the first aspect of the invention. In general, where features are described herein with reference to a method embodying the invention, corresponding features may be provided in apparatus embodying the invention, and vice versa. Thus, respective further aspects of the invention provide corresponding apparatus. Additional aspects of the invention provide probe-based data storage devices incorporating such apparatus.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

To describe the foregoing and other exemplary purposes, aspects, and advantages, we use the following detailed description of an exemplary embodiment of the invention with reference to the drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of a probe-based storage array;

FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of a first probe-based storage device embodying the invention;

FIGS. 3a and 3b illustrate processing steps in operation of the embodiment of FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 illustrates alternative processing steps in a modification to the process of FIGS. 3a and 3b;

FIG. 5 is a schematic block diagram of a second probe-based storage device embodying the invention;

FIG. 6 illustrates the basic steps in operation of the FIG. 5 embodiment;

FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of a third probe-based storage device embodying the invention; and

FIG. 8 is a schematic representation of a fourth probe-based storage device embodying the invention.

While the invention as claimed can be modified into alternative forms, specific embodiments thereof are shown by way of example in the drawings and will herein be described in detail. It should be understood, however, that the drawings and detailed description thereto are not intended to limit the invention to the particular form disclosed, but on the contrary, the invention is to cover all modifications, equivalents and alternatives falling within the scope of the present invention.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

The block diagram of FIG. 2 shows a probe-based storage device 3 incorporating apparatus embodying the first aspect of the invention for controlling writing and reading of data. The device 3 has a probe storage array generally as described with reference to FIG. 1, comprising a storage surface 4 providing the array of A storage fields, and a corresponding array of probes 5 such that each probe can read and write data in a respective storage field. The probe array is activated to read and write data by array driver/detector circuitry 6 of the general type described in the document referenced above. The read/write process is controlled by control apparatus comprising components 7 to 20 in the figure. Writing of data is performed by components 7 to 13, and reading of data is performed by components 13 to 19. As indicated by dotted arrows in the figure, components 8 to 11, 13 and 15 to 18 receive control inputs from a system controller 20 for configuration purposes as discussed further below.

Considering first the write process, blocks of user data to be written to the array are received in use, from a device or application interface for example, by input buffer 7. A cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code is added to each block of user data by CRC coder 8, and the user block, with added CRC, is then output to codeword generator 9. The codeword generator codes the received user block to produce a plurality
of codewords. The block of codewords is then supplied to sub-block generator 10 which produces a set of sub-blocks from the codewords. The sub-blocks are then further coded by (d,k)-corder 11 to produce the final form in which the original user data block will be written to storage surface 4. Demultiplexer (mux) 12 operates under control of read/write controller 13 to supply the coded sub-blocks bit by bit to the array driver 6. Under control of read/write controller 13, the array driver then drives the individual probes of probe array 5 to write the coded sub-blocks to the array of storage fields on storage surface 4. The various steps of the foregoing write process will be described in more detail below.

During the read process, read/write controller 13 controls array driver 6 to activate probe array 5 in a read mode to read the coded sub-blocks from storage surface 4. Demultiplexer (demux) 14 operates under control of read/write controller 13 to supply the coded sub-blocks to bit by bit to (d,k)-decoder 15. This decoder performs the inverse of the coding implemented by (d,k)-corder 11 to recover the uncoded sub-blocks. These are then supplied to codeword extractor 16 which performs the inverse of the processing performed by sub-block generator 10 so as to extract the original block of codewords. Errors in the codewords are identified and corrected where possible by error check/correction circuitry 17, and the resulting codewords are output to CRC decoder 18. CRC decoder 19 checks the integrity of the data output of error check/correction circuitry 17. If the user block recovered from the codewords is error-free, it is supplied via output buffer 19 to the interface with the application or device requiring the user data. If the recovered user block is not error-free, the CRC decoder alerts system controller 20 which then controls the device to re-read the desired user block from storage surface 4.

For ease of understanding, the components of the control apparatus for performing the various steps of the read/write control process outlined above are represented as distinct components in the schematic of FIG. 2. However, it will be understood that, in general, the apparatus may be implemented by control logic, comprising hardware or a combination of hardware and software, and that individual components in FIG. 2 may be implemented as functional stages in operation of the control logic. For example, individual components may be implemented as functional stages in operation of a processor controlling operation of the probe storage array.

The details of the processing steps outlined above are best understood by considering an example of the process for particular device operating parameters. Such an example is illustrated in FIGS. 3a and 3b. These figures show the steps of the write process for a simple example with a 4-t.imes 4 probe storage array, providing A = 16 storage fields arranged in four rows and four columns, with a corresponding array of 16 probes. The user data to be written in this example has a block size of 512 8-bit bytes. The steps of the write process outlined above are indicated on the left-hand side of the figures, with the adjacent diagrams illustrating the operations performed by these steps in this example.

Comencing at the top of FIG. 3a, the process begins with the first 512-byte user block received in input buffer 7. Next, the CRC code is added by CRC coder 8. In this example, a 4-byte CRC code is added to give a total block size of 516 bytes. This block is then coded in codeword generator 9 to produce r codewords, each of C bytes, such that the relationship r*C = k*A is satisfied, where k is an integer > 1. In this example, r = 4 codewords are generated, the codewords being labeled A, B, C and D in the figure. In general, the codewords may be generated in various ways, but in this example each codeword includes a 129-byte segment of the CRC-coded user block to which an error-correction code (ECC) and padding are added as indicated in the figure. Each error correction code is generated from the data of the individual codeword, and takes up 14 bytes in this example. One byte of padding is added to each codeword to give a total codeword length of C + 144 bytes. In general, the number of padding bytes added to each codeword is selected to ensure that r*C is integrally divisible by A, i.e. to give an integral value of k*A. (Note also that padding may be added with the CRC code in the preceding step to give a total block size integrally divisible by r, though this is not necessary in the present example). The resulting four codewords give a total block size of r*C = 516 + 144 = 660 bytes. With r = 16 in this case, the relationship r*C = k*A is satisfied with k = 36.

The next diagram in FIG. 3a shows the block of four codewords A to D with the 144 bytes of each codeword labeled A_0, A_1, A_2, . . . , A_143, etc., to better demonstrate the next processing step. In this step, the sub-block generator 10 produces A sub-blocks, each of k bytes, from the four codewords. In this example, therefore, 16 sub-blocks, each of 36 bytes, are generated from the codewords. Each sub-block is produced by selecting 36 bytes from the codewords, with successive bytes of the sub-block being selected cyclically from the four codewords. In this example, the first byte of each sub-block is selected from codeword A, the second byte is selected from codeword B, the third from codeword C, the fourth from codeword D, the fifth from codeword A again, and so on. The specific mapping of codeword bytes to sub-blocks in this case is indicated in the last diagram of FIG. 3a which shows the sixteen sub-blocks. As illustrated, bytes A_0 to D_0 form the first four bytes of the first sub-block. Bytes A_1 to D_1 form the first four bytes of the second sub-block, and so on up to bytes A_15 to D_15 which form the first four bytes of the last sub-block. Bytes A_16 to D_16 then form the second four bytes of the first sub-block, bytes A_17 to D_17 form the second four bytes of the second sub-block, etc., this pattern continuing until all codeword bytes have been selected and the sub-blocks are complete.

The subsequent steps of the write process are illustrated in FIG. 3a. The left-hand diagram at the top of this figure represents the set of sixteen sub-blocks resulting from the preceding step. The bytes A_i, B_i, etc. of these sub-blocks are labeled A_i [7:0], B_i [7:0], etc. signifying that each byte is an 8-bit word consisting of bits A_i [7] (the most significant bit (MSB)) to A_i [0] (the least significant bit (LSB)), etc. Each of these sixteen sub-blocks is coded by (d,k)-corder 11 to produce a (d,k)-coded sub-block. Specifically, each byte of each sub-block is (d,k)-coded to produce a corresponding coded byte, so that each coded sub-block contains k={36 coded bytes. In this example, we assume a (d,2,k) code rate ½. This implies that every uncoded sub-block byte is coded into a 16-bit word (e.g. A_0 [15:0] etc. as shown in the right-hand diagram in the figure), though these 16-bit words will be referred to as 'bytes' hereinafter for simplicity. The (d,k)-coding is performed here to allow increased write-density on the storage surface as discussed earlier. While the use of such coding is preferred, it is not essential to operation of the invention and the details of the coding process need not be discussed here. Moreover, in some embodiments coder 11 may implement additional coding for other purposes, for example to allow direct overwriting of old, previously-written data on the storage surface, i.e. without first erasing the old data. Again, such further coding is not central to the present invention and need not be discussed in detail here.

In the final stage of the write process, read/write controller 13 controls writing of the coded sub-blocks, bit by bit, to the array of storage fields. The mapping of the coded sub-blocks
to the storage fields of the array is illustrated in the bottom diagram of FIG. 3b. As illustrated, each of the sixteen coded sub-blocks is written to a respective one of the sixteen storage fields, with the bytes of each sub-block being written sequentially in each storage field. The parallel nature of the probe-based array means that the sub-blocks are written in parallel to their respective storage fields, successive bytes of each sub-block being written one bit at a time as the parallel probe array is moved through successive bit positions. Thus, under control of read-write controller 13, multiplexer 12 supplies the MSBs of the first bytes of all sixteen sub-blocks to array driver 6 which then drives the sixteen probes of probe array 5 to write these bits to respective storage fields. The probe array 5 is then moved to the next bit position. The second bits of the first bytes of respective sub-blocks are then supplied via multiplexer 12 and written at this next bit position in respective storage fields. This process continues until the LSBs of the last bytes of respective sub-blocks have been written in the respective storage fields. As a result of this write process, the original user block is ultimately written as k, bytes in each of the 16 storage fields of the array.

The write process detailed above continues for successive user blocks supplied to input buffer 7 until all user blocks have been written to the array, whereupon the current write operation is complete. The stored data can be read back subsequently by reversing the above process. Thus, under control of read-write controller 13, array driver 6 drives the probe array to read the coded-sub-blocks, bit by bit, in parallel from the sixteen storage fields, successive sets of sixteen bits being supplied via demultiplexer 14 to decoder 15 until the sixteen sub-blocks have been recovered in their entirety. The original user block is then recovered as described above via components 15 to 19 of FIG. 2, the process continuing until all user blocks have been output.

It can be seen from the storage field array of FIG. 3b that the effect of the write process is to distribute the codewords generated from each input user block across the A fields of the storage array, with bytes from the same codeword always being r bytes apart, i.e. at the maximum possible spacing, in any given storage field. This minimizes the number of bytes from any individual codeword that are likely to be affected by localized damage to the storage surface. Also, since bytes are written sequentially, bytes from the same codeword are only written every r bytes, reducing the effect on individual codewords of temporary abnormalities during the write process. These factors serve to protect the codewords against the effect of error conditions in the storage device, enhancing efficacy of the error correction processes and improving overall data recovery. By exploiting the inherent parallelism of the probe storage array, the above write process thus provides a storage device with a high level of error-tolerance. Moreover, by selecting suitable values for parameters r and C, the process can be applied for any array size A and any user data block size. Indeed, in the preferred embodiment of FIG. 2, the system controller 20 allows the control apparatus to be configured, via the control inputs indicated in the figure, to employ values of r and C (and hence k,) as appropriate for a given operation. For example, the values of r and C may be calculated in dependence on the user data block size and the array size A. In this regard, while the operation of the control apparatus has been described above for a physical probe storage array of size A, in other embodiments the A-field array may be a logical sub-array of a larger physical array as discussed further below. In such embodiments, the size A of the sub-array to be used in the above process may itself be selectable, providing a further degree of flexibility in the configuration process.

Note that, while the basic process of writing bytes to storage fields has been described with reference to FIG. 3a, in practice additional control data may be added in the write process. For example, it may be desirable to add header and/or trailers to individual bytes, and at the beginning and/or end of individual sub-blocks in storage fields. Such control data can be used for various purposes, e.g. to assist control and recovery processes or to support direct overwrite capability, and may include additional error coding, such as parity bits, to improve the overall error correcting capability. Note also that the allocation of individual sub-blocks to storage fields in FIG. 3b is not critical, nor is the particular codeword from which the cyclical byte-selection process begins when generating the sub-blocks. In addition, various other cyclical byte-selection processes may be employed in sub-block generator 10, one particular example being illustrated in FIG. 4. This figure shows diagrams illustrating the sub-block generation process and storage field byte-mapping in a modification to the process of FIGS. 3a and 3b. Here, successive bytes of each sub-block are selected cyclically from the four codewords as before, but the first bytes of successive sub-blocks are also selected cyclically from the codewords. Thus, the first bytes of successive codewords are A, A, A, A, . . . , A, resulting in the overall byte pattern indicated in the figure. The sub-blocks are then written (after (d,k)-coding as described above) to respective storage fields of the array, resulting in the byte mapping illustrated in the bottom diagram of FIG. 4.

It will be seen that the modified process of FIG. 4 provides all the advantages of the process discussed above with reference to FIGS. 3a and 3b. However, the FIG. 4 process offers an additional advantage, since corresponding bit positions in the same row of storage fields are written simultaneously via the parallel addressing mechanism described earlier. With the byte-mapping of FIG. 4 only one in four of the bits written simultaneously in a given row are from the same codeword. This further reduces the likely effect on individual codewords of temporary abnormalities during the read/write process, providing a further improvement in error tolerance.

A second probe-based storage device will now be described with reference to FIGS. 5 and 6. This storage device incorporates apparatus embodying the second aspect of the invention for controlling writing and reading of data in a probe storage array. As shown in FIG. 5, the storage device 25 includes a probe storage array generally as described above, comprising a storage surface 26 providing the array of A storage fields, and a corresponding array of probes 27 such that each probe can read and write data in its own storage field. The probe array is activated to read and write data by array driver/detector circuitry 28 of the type described above. Read/write processes are controlled by control apparatus comprising a read/write controller 29, data formatter 30, multiplexer 31, demultiplexer 32 and data recovery block 33. As indicated by dotted arrows in the figure, components 28 and 30 to 33 receive control inputs from read/write controller 29 for the purposes explained below. Read/write controller 29 itself receives a rate selection input, for example from an overall system controller (not shown), as discussed further below. As with the FIG. 2 embodiment, the control apparatus of FIG. 5 may be implemented in general by control logic comprising hardware or a combination of hardware and software, and individual components in FIG. 5 may be implemented as functional stages in operation of the control logic. For the purposes of read and write operations in device 25, the probe storage array is logically divided into k, sub-arrays, where k, is an integer>>2. That is, the array of A storage fields on storage surface 26 is logically divided into k, sub-arrays, each having A/k, storage fields, and the probe array 27 is
similarly divided into \( k_0 \) logical sub-arrays, each having \( A/k_0 \) probes corresponding to respective storage fields of a corresponding storage field sub-array. In a given write operation, the user data stream to be written is received by the data formatter \( 30 \). Data formatter \( 30 \) operates to format the user data in groups of \( k_0 \) input data blocks for the subsequent write process. The size of these data blocks is such that each block can be written in \( A/k_0 \) storage fields, i.e., within a single sub-array. The details of the data formatting operation are not of essence here, the key point being that groups of \( k_0 \) blocks, each writable in a single sub-array of storage fields, are presented for the write process. For example, where the input user data is supplied in suitable sized blocks, in the simplest case the data formatter may simply comprise a \( k_0 \)-block buffer for grouping the user data in successive groups of \( k_0 \) blocks. Typically, however, the data formatter will perform additional processing of user data, e.g., for error correction or other coding purposes, in producing the groups of \( k_0 \) data blocks for the write process. A particularly preferred embodiment of the data formatter will be described hereinafter with reference to FIG. 7.

For each group of \( k_0 \) blocks prepared by data formatter \( 30 \), the blocks are supplied \( x \) blocks at a time to multiplexer \( 31 \) under control of read/write controller \( 29 \). The value of \( x \) here is selected by read/write controller \( 29 \) to be one of a predetermined series of values in the range \( 1 < x < k_0 \). The particular value of \( x \) is selected in dependence on a rate selection input supplied to read/write controller \( 29 \) and indicating a desired data write-rate for the current write operation. Thus, the \( k_0 \) blocks are supplied to multiplexer \( 31 \) at one of a series of rates, ranging from one block at a time to \( k_0 \) blocks at a time, in dependence on the required data write rate for the current operation. Under control of read/write controller \( 29 \), multiplexer \( 31 \) supplies individual bits of the \( k_0 \) blocks to array driver \( 28 \) which drives probe array \( 27 \) to write the blocks, bit by bit, to storage surface \( 26 \). In this process, read/write controller \( 29 \) controls multiplexer \( 31 \) and array driver \( 28 \) such that each of the \( k_0 \) blocks is written to a different sub-array of the overall storage array. This is illustrated in FIG. 6, where the groups of \( k_0 \) input blocks are indicated on the left of the figure, and the storage array divided into \( k_0 \) logical sub-arrays, \( SA_1 \) to \( SA_{k_0} \), is indicated on the right of the figure.

It will be seen that the overall write-rate for the write operation depends on the value of \( x \) selected by read/write controller \( 29 \). For \( x=1 \), each group of \( k_0 \) blocks is written one block at a time to respective sub-arrays, giving the lowest overall write-rate for the device. Here, as each block is supplied via multiplexer \( 31 \), the entire probe array is moved through the series of bit positions required for writing the block, but only the probes corresponding to one of the sub-arrays \( SA_1 \) to \( SA_{k_0} \), are activated by array driver \( 26 \) to write the block in that sub-array, all other probes effectively writing zeros (since a zero corresponds to no-put at a bit position, writing a zero effectively corresponds to no action). For \( x=k_0 \), all \( k_0 \) blocks are written in simultaneously to their respective sub-arrays, so that the entire probe array is activated in parallel. This gives the highest overall write-rate for the device. Depending on the value of \( k_0 \), one or more intermediate rates may be selectable corresponding to values of \( x \) between 1 and \( k_0 \). For a given value of \( k_0 \), \( x \) may in principle be selectable as any value from 1 to \( k_0 \), so that blocks may be written 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . (\( k_0-1) \), \( k_0 \) blocks at a time until all \( k_0 \) blocks have been written. Of course, if \( x \) is selected such that \( k_0 \) is not exactly divisible by \( x \), then the last set of blocks written will contain less than \( x \) blocks according to the remainder of \( k_0/x \). However, the point is that blocks are written \( x \) at a time until all \( k_0 \) blocks have been written. Moreover, depending on the value of \( k_0 \), not all values of \( x \) between 1 and \( k_0 \) may provide different overall write-rates. For example, if \( x=k_0/2 \), then the \( k_0 \) blocks will be written in two sets of \( k_0/2 \) blocks, giving a rate of half the maximum possible write-rate.

Any value of \( x \) in the range \( k_0/2 < x < k_0 \) will also require writing of the \( k_0 \) blocks in two sets, one of \( x \) blocks and one of \((k_0-x)\) blocks, thus giving the same overall write-rate as \( x=k_0/2 \). In general, therefore, the series of selectable values of \( x \) in read/write controller \( 29 \) will be chosen from the possible values given by \( x=1, 2, 3, 4, \ldots (k_0-1), k_0 \), to provide a desired set of available write-rates in the device \( 25 \). This will depend on the data rates at which user data may be supplied to the device in operation, for example by different application/device interfaces. Thus, the series of values of \( x \) can be chosen to accommodate the data rates of a variety of different interfaces. The appropriate value of \( x \) for a given write operation can then be selected by read/write controller \( 29 \) based on a rate selection input indicating the interface supplying the user data for the write operation.

The stored data can similarly be read from the A-field array at one of a series of rates. In particular, under control of read/write controller \( 29 \), successive groups of \( k_0 \) blocks can be read from the \( k_0 \) sub-arrays, and read/write controller \( 29 \) reading \( y \) sub-arrays at a time. Again, the value of \( y \) here is selected by read/write controller \( 29 \) to be one of a predetermined series of values in the range \( 1 < y < k_0 \) with \( y=1 \) providing the lowest overall read-rate and \( y=k_0 \) providing the highest overall read rate. The particular value of \( y \) is selected in dependence on a rate selection input supplied to read/write controller \( 29 \) and indicating a desired data read-rate for the current read operation. The above comments concerning the series of selectable values of \( x \) in the write process apply correspondingly to the series of selectable values of \( y \) here. Thus, the series of values of \( y \) can be chosen to accommodate the data rates of a variety of different interfaces to which data may be supplied in use. The read/write controller \( 29 \) then selects the appropriate value for a current read operation based on a rate selection input indicating the interface to which the data is to be supplied. Each group of \( k_0 \) blocks is then read from the \( k_0 \) sub-arrays by reading \( y \) sub-arrays at a time until all \( k_0 \) sub-arrays have been read. Under control of read/write controller \( 29 \), the \( k_0 \) blocks are supplied, bit by bit, via de-multiplexer \( 32 \) to data recovery block \( 33 \) which performs the inverse of the processing performed by data formatter \( 30 \), outputting the recovered user data at the required rate to the appropriate interface.

It will be seen that, in the above embodiment, the inherent parallelism of the probe-based array is exploited through the use of sub-arrays to provide selectable write and read rates in the device \( 25 \), providing a highly flexible storage device which can accommodate a range of different interfaces. Data written at different rates can coexist on the storage surface, and data can be read from the storage array at any one of the available rates, regardless of the rate at which that data was written.

While the particular embodiment of FIG. 5 provides for different read/write rates to be selected for different read/write operations, it will be appreciated that other embodiments may be configured on the same basis to operate with single read and write rates. For example, if the storage device is to exchange data with only a single interface in use, the read and write rates can be pre-selected from the possible rates to accommodate that particular interface in all read and write operations. Such a device then operates with a single, pre-selected value of \( x \), and a single pre-selected value of \( y \), where \( x \) and \( y \) will usually, though not necessarily, be equal. Such a device, operating with pre-selected write and read rates, constitutes apparatus embodying the third aspect of the invention.
A third probe-based storage device will now be described with reference to Fig. 7. The device 35 of this embodiment combines the control apparatus of both the first and second embodiments described above, and is indicated in highly schematic form in the figure. In particular, the probe-based array is indicated schematically by storage field array 36 which provides A storage fields logically divided into k<sub>2</sub> sub-arrays, SA<sub>1</sub> to SA<sub>k<sub>2</sub></sub>, each of A/k<sub>2</sub> storage fields as in Fig. 6. The array driver/detector circuitry is omitted for simplicity, but the basic read and write processes are performed via the usual mechanism. Here, however, the control apparatus of Fig. 5 (components 29 to 33 of Fig. 5) is effectively configured as k<sub>2</sub> logical sub-devices, labeled SD<sub>1</sub> to SD<sub>k<sub>2</sub></sub> in Fig. 7. Each of these sub-devices comprises the control apparatus of the Fig. 2 embodiment, namely components 7 to 20 of Fig. 2. Each of the k<sub>2</sub> sub-devices can read and write data to a respective sub-array SA<sub>i</sub> to SA<sub>k<sub>2</sub></sub>, as indicated in Fig. 7.

In a given write operation, for each successive group of k<sub>2</sub> blocks of the user data to be written, the k<sub>2</sub> blocks are supplied to respective sub-devices SD<sub>1</sub> to SD<sub>k<sub>2</sub></sub>. In each sub-device, the user block is processed as described above with reference to Figs. 2 to 4, and is then written to the respective sub-array SA<sub>i</sub> to SA<sub>k<sub>2</sub></sub>. Each user block is thus written as k<sub>2</sub> bytes in each of the A/k<sub>2</sub> storage fields of the corresponding sub-array. In addition, the k<sub>2</sub> blocks of each group can be written to their respective sub-arrays at a selectable rate of 1<=x<=k<sub>2</sub> blocks at a time, as described with reference to Figs. 5 and 6, in dependence on a desired data rate for the write operation. Similarly, successive groups of k<sub>2</sub> blocks can be read from array 36 by reading 1>y<k<sub>2</sub> sub-arrays at a time, where y is selected based on the desired data rate for the read operation as described above. The data read from a given sub-array by its associated sub-device is then processed as described with reference to Figs. 2 to 4 to recover the original user block.

Device 35 thus combines the advantages of both the earlier embodiments, providing flexible write/read rates together with a high degree of error tolerance.

The device 35 of Fig. 7 may itself be a logical sub-device of a probe-based storage device as illustrated schematically in Fig. 8. The device 40 of this embodiment has a probe storage array represented schematically by storage field array 41 in the figure. The physical array 41 comprises A storage fields, configured as k<sub>2</sub> logical arrays of A/k<sub>2</sub> storage fields. Each of the k<sub>2</sub> logical arrays is thus a sub-array of the overall physical array. Moreover, each of the k<sub>2</sub> logical arrays is further divided into k<sub>1</sub> logical sub-arrays SA<sub>1</sub> to SA<sub>k<sub>1</sub></sub>, each having A<sub>1</sub>=A/k<sub>1</sub>,A<sub>2</sub>=A/(k<sub>1</sub>k<sub>2</sub>) storage fields. The resulting sub-arrays are labeled (u,v) in the figure, where 1<u<k<sub>1</sub> represents the number of the logical array, and 1<v<k<sub>2</sub> represents the particular sub-array number within that logical array. The overall control apparatus of device 40 is similarly logically divided into k<sub>1</sub> sub-devices, represented by logical devices LD<sub>1</sub> to LD<sub>k<sub>1</sub></sub> in the figure. Each logical device LD<sub>i</sub> to LD<sub>k<sub>1</sub></sub> comprises the control apparatus of Fig. 7, and thus itself comprises k<sub>2</sub> logical sub-devices SD<sub>1</sub> to SD<sub>k<sub>2</sub></sub>.

In operation of device 40, each of the k<sub>1</sub> logical devices LD<sub>i</sub> to LD<sub>k<sub>1</sub></sub> can read and write data in a respective one of the k<sub>2</sub> logical arrays. Within each logical device, each of the k<sub>2</sub> logical sub-devices SD<sub>1</sub> to SD<sub>k<sub>2</sub></sub> can read and write data in a respective one of the k<sub>2</sub> logical sub-arrays SA<sub>1</sub> to SA<sub>k<sub>2</sub></sub> in that logical array. In a write process, user data streams can be supplied to respective logical devices LD<sub>i</sub> to LD<sub>k<sub>1</sub></sub>, each logical device writing the data to its corresponding logical array as described with reference to Fig. 7. Each logical device LD<sub>i</sub> to LD<sub>k<sub>1</sub></sub> can similarly read data from its respective logical array as described with reference to Fig. 7. Again, therefore, device 40 combines the advantages of the first and second embodiments described above, with the additional capability to handle multiple data streams in parallel if desired.

Note that, in the embodiments of Figs. 7 and 8, the parameters k<sub>1</sub>, k<sub>2</sub>, and k<sub>2</sub> (as appropriate) may be selectable in operation, allowing the division of the physical storage array into logical sub-arrays to be configured as desired. For example, together with the values of r and C discussed earlier, these parameters may be selectable (e.g. via system controller 20 of Fig. 2) to give sub-arrays sized to cope with particular user block sizes and/or providing a required range of read/write rates. The following examples illustrate how the various parameters might be configured in different ways for a given physical array size, here of 4096 storage fields.

**EXAMPLE**

Physical array size A=4096 storage fields; user block size=576 bytes; r=4; A<sub>1</sub>=512 storage fields; A<sub>2</sub>=16 storage fields; k<sub>1</sub>=512/16=32; k<sub>2</sub>=576/16=36; and k<sub>2</sub>=4096/512=8.

**Example**

Physical array size A=4096 storage fields; user block size=576 bytes; r=4; A<sub>1</sub>=512 storage fields; A<sub>2</sub>=32 storage fields; k<sub>1</sub>=512/32=16; k<sub>2</sub>=576/32=18; and k<sub>2</sub>=4096/512=8.

**EXAMPLE**

Physical array size A=4096 storage fields; user block size=4096 bytes; r=16; A<sub>1</sub>=512 storage fields; A<sub>2</sub>=32 storage fields; k<sub>1</sub>=512/32=16; k<sub>2</sub>=4096/32=128; and k<sub>2</sub>=4096/512=8.

It will be appreciated that the read/write control systems of embodiments of the invention can support various host interfaces for probe-based storage devices having various array and storage field sizes, and provide tolerance to various types of errors. Independent write and read rates, as well as variations in these rates, are supported. Embodiments of the invention can be employed with any probe-storage array, regardless of the particular probe technology and array addressing scheme employed. It will of course be appreciated that, while preferred embodiments have been described in detail above, many changes and modifications can be made to the embodiments described without departing from the scope of the invention.

Therefore, while there has been described what is presently considered to be the preferred embodiment, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that other modifications can be made within the spirit of the invention.

The invention claimed is:

1. A probe-based data storage device comprising:
   a storage surface having an array of A storage fields;
   a probe array comprising A probes for writing data to respective storage fields, said probes corresponding to the A storage fields;
   and
   an apparatus for controlling writing of blocks of user data in the array of storage fields, wherein data is written to said array of storage fields by the corresponding array of probes, said apparatus comprising:
   a codeword generator for coding the blocks of user data to produce a plurality of C-byte codewords such that
   r<sup>r</sup>C=k<sub>1</sub> A where r is the number of codewords and k<sub>1</sub> is an integer >1;
   a sub-block generator for producing A sub-blocks of k<sub>2</sub> bytes from the codewords by selecting successive bytes of each sub-block cyclically from the r codewords;
a write controller for controlling writing of the A sub-blocks via respective probes to the corresponding storage fields of the storage field array such that the codewords are distributed across the A storage fields of the storage array, with bytes from a same codeword always being r bytes apart.

2. The probe-based data storage device of claim 1 wherein each C-byte codeword produced by the codeword generator includes an error correction code for that codeword.

3. The probe-based data storage device of claim 1 wherein the sub-block generator is arranged to select the first byte of each sub-block from the same codeword.

4. The probe-based data storage device of claim 1, wherein the array of A storage fields comprises at least one row of storage fields in which bits are written simultaneously to a corresponding bit positions in a row of storage fields, and wherein the sub-block generator is arranged to select the first bytes of respective sub-blocks to be written in successive storage fields of a row cyclically from the r codewords.

5. The probe-based data storage device of claim 1, further comprising a coder for (d,k)-coding each sub-block to produce a coded sub-block, wherein the write controller is arranged to write the A coded sub-blocks to said corresponding storage fields.

6. The probe-based data storage device of claim 1 wherein the probe array comprising the A probes is a logical sub-array of a physical array of storage fields.

7. A probe-based data storage device comprising:
a storage surface having an array of k*A storage fields, where k is an integer greater than or equal to 2;
a probe array comprising k*A probes for writing data to respective storage fields, said k*A probes corresponding to the k*A storage fields;
a control apparatus comprising k logical sub-devices (SDI to SDk,) for controlling writing of data to respective logical sub-arrays (SAI to SAKk), each of A storage fields, of the storage field array via respective logical sub-arrays, each of A probes, of the probe array, wherein each logical sub-device (SDI to SDk,) comprises an apparatus for controlling writing of blocks of user data in the respective storage field sub-arrays (SAI to SAKk); and

8. The probe-based storage device of claim 7, further comprising:
a sub-block generator for producing, for each user data block, A sub-blocks of k, bytes from the r codewords produced from each user data block by selecting successive bytes of each sub-block cyclically from the r codewords.

9. The probe-based storage device of claim 8, further comprising:
a read/write controller for controlling writing, for successive groups of k, user data blocks, of the A sub-blocks produced from each of the k, blocks to a respective sub-array (SA1 to SAKk), of A storage fields, of the storage field array by selectively controlling writing to the sub-arrays (SA1 to SAKk) at one of a series of rates, ranging from 1 sub-array at a time to k, sub-arrays at a time, in dependence on a desired data write-rate, such that the A sub-blocks written to each sub-array (SAI to SAKk) are written via respective probes to the corresponding storage fields of the sub-array, and for controlling reading of the sub-blocks from the sub-arrays (SA1 to SAKk) by selectively controlling reading at one of a series of rates, ranging from 1 sub-array at a time to k, sub-arrays at a time, in dependence on a desired data read-rate.

10. A probe-based data storage device comprising:
a storage surface having an array of k2*A storage fields, where k2 is an integer greater than or equal to 2;
a probe array comprising k2*A probes for reading and writing data in respective storage fields; and

control apparatus comprising k2 logical sub-devices (LD1 to LDk2) for controlling reading and writing of data to respective logical sub-arrays, each of A storage fields, of the storage field array via respective logical sub-arrays, each of A probes, of the probe array, wherein each logical sub-device (LD1 to LDk2) comprises an apparatus for controlling reading and writing of user data in the respective logical sub-array of the storage field array.